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Oriented matroids have been introduced in [R. G. Bland and M. Las Vergnas, 
Orientability of Matroids, J. Combin. Theory Ser. B 24 (1978), 941231. They can 
be viewed as an abstraction of matroids representable over an ordered field. 
Analogously, we define valuated matroids as an abstraction of matroids which are 
representable over some field having a non-archimedian valuation. We study 
projective equivalence of valuations of matroids and show that valuated matroids 
correspond in a one-to-one fashion to matroids with coefficients in certain coef- 
ticient domains. 0 I992 Academic Press, Inc. 
It is well known that orderings and non-archimedian (or “p-adic”) ualua- 
tions of fields have to be viewed as closely related concepts. We know this 
from algebraic number theory where many results become transparent only 
if orderings and valuations are treated completely in parallel. It is also true 
that in convex geometry, that is, geometry over ordered fields, many basic 
results like, e.g., the Farkas Lemma can be reformulated to yield similarly 
basic results for the corresponding geometry over valuated fields. In conse- 
quence, parallel to the theory of oriented matroids, that is, the systematic 
study of combinatorial properties of signs of m x m-subdeterminants of 
some fixed m x n-matrix over an ordered field, there should exist a 
corresponding theory of combinatorial properties of the (p-adic) values 
of such subdeterminants in case one works over a valuated field. It is the 
purpose of this note to develop such a theory. 
As in oriented matroid theory the combinatorial properties in question 
can be derived quite easily from the famous Grassmann-Plucker identities 
which state that for any field K and any family e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . f,,, E K” of 
m-vectors over K the product det(e,, . . . . e,) . det(fi, . . . . f,) coincides with 
the sum 
f det(e,, . . . . e,- i, f,, ei+ 1, . . . . e,) .det(e,, f2, . . . . f,). 
i=l 
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If K is ordered, this implies that whenever det(e,, . . . . e,) .det(fi, . . . . f,) is 
positive there must exist some i E ( 1, . . . . m) such that the corresponding 
summand det(e,, . . . . ei- i, fi, ei+ r, . . . . e,) . det(e,, f2, . . . . fm) is also positive. 
Similarly, assume r to be a (multiplicatively written) linearly ordered 
abelian group and put i= := (0) u r with 0 < y and 0. y = 0 for every y E T. 
If @: K + r is a non-archimedian valuation of K, that is, if for all x, y E K 
one has 
@(x)=00x=0, 
@(x. VI = Q(x). Q(y), 
and 
@(x + v) G max(W), @(Y)), 
and therefore 
@J(x) = cP( -x), 
as well as 
@(x + Y) = @(x), if WV) < Wh 
then for any e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . f, E Km as above there must exist some 
ie (1, . . . . m} with 
@(det(e,, . . . . em)). @(det(fi, . . . . f,)) 
< @(det(e,, . . . . ci- 1, fi, ci+ 1, . . . . e,)) * @(det(ci, f2, -, f,)). 
Consequently, we will define a valuated matroid A4 of rank m with 
values in r to consist of a pair M= (E, u) with the following properties: E 
is a-possibly infinite-set on which M is defined and u: (I) + T is a map 
from the set (f) := {B E E 1 #B = m> of subsets B of E of cardinality m 
into i== { 0} u r such that u(B) # 0 for at least some BE (f) and such that 
for all B, B’ E (f) and every fc B’\B there exists some eE B\B’ with 
If we replace the multiplicative group r by the additive group 03 and, 
hence, F by { -co > u R, such maps have been considered already in 
[DW4] in the context of greedy algorithms. More precisely, we consider 
for any finite set E and any map u: (f) + (-co} u R with u(B) # --co 
for at least some BE (E) the obvious greedy algorithm which, starting 
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with some B = (e, , . . . . e,} E (E) with v(B) # -co replaces the e,, . . . . e, 
consecutively by some fi, . . . . fm E E with 
4 (fl 7 --.I fr-I,fi,ei+,,...,e,})~v(~f,,...,fi-*,f,ei+,,...,e,)) 
for all fe E\{f,, . . . . A.- i, e,, ,, . . . . e,}). It was shown in [DW4] that it is 
possible to find for every weight function ‘I: E + R the maximal value of 
the map uV: (,“) 4 f - cc j u R: BH u(B) + CIEB q(e) by this algorithm if 
and only if u satisfies our axiom: 
For all B, B’ E (f) and every f~ B’\B there exists some 
eE B\B’, now with 
4B) + 4B’) G 4(f) u (B\(e)-)) + o({e> u (B’\(f))). 
In this article we study valuated matroids systematically from a more 
algebraic point of view. In Section 1 we show how a valuation u of a 
matroid M, defined on E, induces valuations on the minors of M and-in 
case of finite E-also on its dual. In Section 2 we study projective 
equivalence of valuations where two valuations v, u’: (f) + T are called 
projectively equivalent if and only if there exists some tx E r and some map 
q: E+ r such that for all B= {b,, . . . . b,} E (,“) we have 
v’(B)=@. fi q(b,).v(B) 
i= 1 
and we discuss in particular for a given valuated matroid (E, v) the various 
combinatorial geometries, defined on E, whose bases are the sets 
u’(B) $ v’(B’) for all B’ E 
where u’ varies over all valuations, projectively equivalent to v, the “residue 
class geometries of (M, v).” In Section 3 we will compare valuations of two 
matroids, defined on the same set E, which differ only by a single base. 
Fuzzy rings and matroids with coefficients in a fuzzy ring have been 
introduced in [Dl] as a concept which simultaneously unifies and 
generalizes ordinary, binary, ternary, regular, oriented, etc., matroids. In 
Section 4 we establish a one-to-one correspondence between valuated 
matroids with values in some r as above and matroids with coefficients in 
some appropriately defined fuzzy ring K,-a correspondence which in 
view of [ Dl ] allows us in particular to define valuated matroids and their 
duals without any finiteness restrictions. 
So far, valuated and oriented matroids appear to have many properties 
in common. However, a remarkable difference is the fact that every 
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matroid has at least a “trivial” valuation, that is, the valuation u,, with 
u,(B) = 1 for all bases B. This is nothing but an obvious reformulation of 
the strong exchange property for bases of matroids. In consequence, every 
matroid has all the valuations which are projectively equivalent to u,,. 
Hence the problem is not whether a given matroid has a valuation but 
whether it is rigid, that is, whether all of its valuations are projectively 
equivalent to u,,. As suggested by the essentially obvious fact that finite 
fields admit only trivial valuations we prove in the last section that binary 
matroids as well as finite projective spaces are rigid. 
It should be mentioned here that Sections 1, 2, and 3 are rather elemen- 
tary and can be understood easily by any reader familiar with the 
fundamental aspects of matroid theory. However, Sections 4 and 5 demand 
some familiarity with the machinery, developed in [Dl, DWl, DW2, and 
Wl, W2], concerning matroids with coefficients and the Tutte group of a 
matroid. 
1. VALUATIONS OF COMBINATORIAL GEOMETRIES 
Foraprimenumberp~Ndefineu,:Q+Q+u{O}by 
u,(O) := 0, (l.la) 
up -. 
( > 
; p” :=p-n, where neZ and I,keZ\p.Z. (Mb) 
v, is a non-archimedian valuation of Q, i.e., up satisfies 
u,(q) 2 0 for all q E Cl and u,(q) = 0 if and only if q = 0, (1.2a) 
~,(ql~(12)=uptq1).~ptq*) for all ql, q2 E Q, (1.2b) 
u&h + 4 G max(qh), up(qz)) for all ql, q2 E Cl. (1.2c) 
In particular, we have 
u,(q) = up( - 4) for all q E CD. (1.2d) 
Assume m E N. Then for any 2m vectors e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . f, E Q” we have 
the well known identity of Grassmann, 
itO(-l)‘-det(e, ,..., gi ,..., e,)-det(e,,f, ,..., f,)=O.' (1.3) 
(For a proof see [DW3, (6.1).] 
’ As usual, the symbol (e,,, . . . . C,, ._., e,) denotes the sequence (e,,, . . . . e,-,, e,, ,, . . . . e,) one 
obtains from (eo, . . . . e,) by deleting e,. 
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Hence (1.2b), ( 1.2c), and (1.2d) imply that for eO, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . fm as 
above there exists some i with 1~ i < m and 
o,(det(e,, . . . . em)) . v,(det(eo, fi, . . . . f,,J) 
6 u,(det(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,)).o,(det(e,,f,, . . ..f.J). (1.4) 
This observation leads us to the following. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Assume E is some set, m E N and r = (r, ., < ) is a 
linearly ordered abelian group, i.e., (r, < ) is totally ordered and satisfies 
the axiom 
Forol,B,yErwitha<Bwehavecc.y<B.y. 
Putr:=To {O},definecc~O=O~a:=Oforallcl~~andO<crforallcc~K 
(i) A map v: E” + T defines a valuated matroid M, = (E, v) on E of 
rank m with values in r, if the following properties are satisfied: 
(VO) There exist e,, . . . . e, E E with v(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
(Vl) For e,, . . . . e, E E and every permutation z EC, we have 
4el, . . . . em) = v(eTcl,, . . . . ercm,). 
Furthermore, in case the cardinality #E’ of E’ := {e,, . . . . e,} satisfies 
#E’<m we have v(e,, . . . . e,) =O. 
(V2) For e,, . . . . e,, f2, . . . . f,,, E E there exists some i with 1 < i < m 
and u(ei, . . . . e,) . v(e,, f2, . . . . f,) d  v(e,, . . . . ;i? -, em) . v(ei, fi, . . . . fm). 
If (VO), (Vl), (V2) are satisfied, v is called a valuation of M,. 
(ii) Two valuations vi, v2 : E” + i= are said to define the same 
valuated matroid M, i.e., M,, = ML,*, if there exists some GIE r with 
VI = c(. vz. 
In this case v, and v2 are said to be equivalent. 
(iii) {e,, . . . . e,} is called a base of M,, if v(e,, . . . . e,) # 0. 
CONVENTION. For A = (a,, . . . . a,}E(f,):={AEEI#A=m} we write 
v(A) := u(a,, . . . . a,). (VI) implies that v(A) is well defined. 
Remarks. (i) By (V2) it is clear that the bases of a valuated matroid 
are also the bases of a combinatorial geometry (or matroid) in the ordinary 
sense. This (ordinary) combinatorial geometry is called the underlying 
combinatorial geometry of the valuated matroid, given by u, and is denoted 
by M,. 
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Vice versa, if M is a combinatorial geometry of rank m, defined on E, 
then any map u from Em into some i== Tu (0) as above which satisfies 
the conditions (VO), (Vl), (V2) is called a valuation of M if for all 
e,, . . . . e, E E one has v(e,, . . . . e,) #O if and only if {e,, . . . . e,} is a base 
of M. 
(ii) If p is a prime number, up is defined as above and Es &pm spans 
Q”, then u := up0 det: E” --f Q+ u (0) is a valuation of the combinatorial 
geometry defined on E by linear (in)dependence over Q. 
(iii) If r’ is a subgroup of a linearly ordered abelian group r, then 
any valuated matroid M,, defined on E, with values in r’ is also a 
valuated matroid with values in r. 
(iv) A valuation u: E” -+ i= is called trivial, if it is equivalent to a 
valuation with values in { 1 } < r. 
Every combinatorial geometry M of rank m, defined on E, has a trivial 
valuation u: E” + m( c r), 
u(el, . . . . e,) = 
1 if {el, . . . . e,} is a base in M 
0 otherwise. 
In this case (V2) states nothing but the well-known strong exchange 
property for bases of M: 
“For two bases B,, B2 of M and e E B, \B, there exists some 
feB,\B, such that (Bl\ie))u if) and (&\{fl)u {e> are 
bases of M.” 
In the sequel we assume that r and i== Tu { 0} are as in Definition 1.1. 
Let M denote a combinatorial geometry defined on E and of rank 
m < cc with Cg = GJM as its set of bases. By Definition 1.1 the valuations of 
M with values in r correspond naturally and in a one-to-one fashion to all 
maps u: 543 + r with the following property: 
(V) For B,, B, E S3 and e E B, \B2 there exists some f o B2\B, with 
B~:=(B,\{e})u{f}~&?, B2:=(B,\{f})u{e}~S3 and u(B1).u(BZ)< 
u(B;) .u(B;). 
Therefore a map u: S3 + r satisfying (V) will also be called a valuation 
of M. 
We will now show how u: .@8 + r induces valuations on the minors of M. 
Let p,,, denote the rank function of M. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume FG E, put E’ := E\F and let k denote the 
rank of the matroid M’ := M\F = M ( E’. Choose Z := ( fk + , , . . . . fm} E F 
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such that pM(E’ u I) =m. If 98’ denotes the set of bases of M’, then 
vt: ~3’ + I defined by v,(B) := v(B v I) is a valuation of M'. 
If w: 99 + I is equivalent to v, then vt and wt are also equivalent. 
Finally, if I’ := {f b+ 1, . . . . f h} c F also satisfies p,&E’ v I’) = m, then vt 
and v,’ are equivalent, too. 
Proof The first assertion follows at once from the fact that for BE E’ 
we have B E 9?’ if and only if B u I E 2, while the second one is trivial. 
To show the last assertion we may assume k = m - 1 and therefore, say, 
I= {e} and I’= {f} with e#f: 
For B,, B, E ~‘3’ we have to prove 
v(B,u{e}).v(B,u{f})-'=v(B,u (e}).v(B,u {f))-'. 
By symmetry we are done once it is shown 
v(B,u{e}).v(B,u(f))~v(B,u(f)).v(B,u(e)). 
But this follows from (V), because for b E B, u {f } with B, u {b} E 33 one 
has b=f i 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Assume FG E, put E’ := E\F and let k denote the 
rank of the matroid M’ := M/F. Choose I := { fk+ 1, . . . . f,,,} E F such that 
p*(I) = m - k = p,,.,(F). If L& denotes the set of bases of M’, then 
vt: GY -+ I defined by v,(B) := v(B u I) is a valuation of M’. 
If w: 93 + I is equivalent to v, then v, and wr are also equivalent, 
Finally, if I’ := {f b + 1 , . . . . fk} c F satisfies pM(Z’) = m - k, too, then vr 
and or are equivalent as well. 
Proof Again the first assertion follows from the fact that for B G E’ we 
have B E $9’ if and only if B u I E 9#‘, while the second one is trivial. 
The last assertion follows once it is shown that for B,, B, E ~2.8’ with 
#(B,\B,)= #(l&\B,)= 1, say B,\B,= {e}, B,\B, = {f >, we have 
v(B, u I). v(B, u I’) < v(B, u I) v(B, u I’). 
But this follows from (V), because for bE (B, u I’)\(B, u I) with 
((B,uZ)\(e})u {b}ES? we must have b=f 1 
At the end of this section we show 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If #E=m+n is finite and a* := {E\BIBES~} 
denotes the set of bases of the dual matroid M* of M, then v*: @* + I 
defined by v*(E\B) := v(B) is a valuation of M*. 
If w: 93 + I is equivalent to v, then v* and w* are also equivalent. 
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Proof: Assume B,, B, E LS and put B: := E\B,, B; := E\B,. For 
eEBr\BT=B2\B1 thereexistsfeB,\B,=B:\B: with B;:=(B,\{e})u 
{f}~a, B;:=(B,\{f))u {e}ESY and u(B,).v(B,)~o(B;).u(B;) by (V). 
This means E\B;=(B:\{e})u {f}~93*, E\B;=(B:\{f})u {e}c9* 
and 
v*(E\B,) .u*(E\B,) < u*(E\B;) .u*(E\B;). 
The last assertion is trivial. 1 
2. SIMILARITY OF VALUATIONS 
In the sequel we assume that M is a combinatorial geometry defined on 
E and of rank m < co with 98 =L%,+, as its set of bases and that 
r = (r, ., < ) is a linearly ordered abelian group. 
The following trivial lemma shows how we can construct many valua- 
tions of M in an obvious way, starting from a given one. 
LEMMA AND DEFINITION 2.1. Zf u: E” + i= is a valuation of M, if a E r 
andn:E+Tisamap, thenw:=u[a,n]:E”+~defnedby 
w(el, . . . . e,) := a . fi q(e,) . u(e,, . . . . e,) (2.1) 
i=l 
is also a valuation of M. Hence, two valuations u, w of M will be called 
projectively equivalent or similar, if w = u[a, n] for some a E P and some map 
VIE-r. 
Remarks. (i) Projective equivalence is clearly an equivalence relation: 
w=u[a,q] and u=w[/I,$] imply u=w[a-‘,q-‘1 and u=u[a.jl,q-q’] 
where ~1~‘: E + r is, of course, given by u-‘(e) := q(e)-’ for eE E. 
(ii) Equivalent valuations are also projectively equivalent, while the 
converse is not true. 
DEFINITION 2.2. (i) A valuation u is said to be essentially trivial if u is 
similar to one and thus to all trivial valuations. 
(ii) M is said to be rigid, if every valuation of M with values in any 
linearly ordered abelian group r is essentially trivial. 
The following trivial, but very useful result follows immediately from 
these definitions. 
LEMMA 2.3. A valuation v: Em + i= of M is essentially triuial if and only 
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if there exists some a E r and some map q: E + r such that for all 
e,, . . . . e, E E we have 
v(el, . . . . e,) = a . rIY= 1 de,) 
if (e,, . . . . e,} E W, 
0 otherwise. 
This lemma in turn yields at once the following criterion for a valuation 
not to be essentially trivial. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Assume v: E” + i= is a valuation of M such that there 
exist k E N and bases B, , . . . . B,, B; , . . . . B; E 9?)M with 
#(ileEBi}= #{ileEBl} for all eel? 
and 
ifi, 44) + ii ~(47. 
i= I 
Then v is not essentially trivial. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Using Proposition 2.4 we show that the uniform matroid 
U2,4 of rank 2 with 4 elements is not rigid. 
Put a := (T), b := (z), c:= (i), d := (f), E := (a, b, c, d) c Q2 and define 
v:E*+Q+u{O} by 
v(el, e2) := v2(det(el, e2)). 
We know (cf. Remark (ii)) following Definition 1.1) that v is a valuation of 
the matroid it4 = U,,, on E defined by linear (in)dependence. 
Now put k :=2, B, := {a, b}, B, := {c, d}, B; := {a, c}, B; := {b, d}. 
Then we have E=B, CI B,=B; o B;, but 
v(a, b) f v(c, d) = $. 4 # 1 = v(a, c) . v(b, d); 
thus v is not essentially trivial. 
Remark 2.6. In view of [W2, Theorem 6.51 it is not accidental that 
U,,, is non-rigid. Indeed, it follows from this result that all matroids would 
be rigid if U,,, were rigid. 
In Section 5 we see that all binary matroids as well as all finite projective 
spaces of dimension at least two are rigid. 
In Section 1 we saw how a valuation of M induces valuations on its 
minors and in case of finite E also a valuation on its dual M*. 
We show now that two similar valuations v, w defined on M induce 
similar valuations on its minors and for finite E also on M*. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. If E is finite and q: E + r is a map, then the weight 
P(q) of q is defined by 
(2.2) 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Assume v, w: E” + P are similar, say w = v[a, q]. 
(i) If E’, M’, and Z are as in Proposition 1.2 or as in Proposition 1.3, 
then vt and wt are also similar. More precisely, we have 
(ii) Zf #E=m+n<oo, then v*, w*: E” + r are also similar. More 
precisely, we have 
Proof (i) is obvious. 
(ii) If B, = {e,, . . . . e,} is a base of M* and {fI, . . . . f,} = E\B,, then 
we have 
w*(e,, . . . . enI = w(fiy -.., f,) 
=a. fi ?(fi)*v(fi, . . ..fm) 
i=l 
= ct. P(n). fi n(ei)-’ .u*(e,, . . . . e,). 1 
i= 1 
We will now show how a valuation of a combinatorial geometry A4 
possibly-and in any case for finite E-induces in a canonical way a new 
combinatorial geometry defined on E which is a weak image of M. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. Assume that v: E” + i= is a valuation of M and put 
9Y”:={{e ,,..., e,}cElv(e, ,..., e,)>v(fi ,..., fm)forallfi ,..., fm~E}. 
(i) I~L#” # 0, in particular, if E is finite, then ~8’” is the set of bases 
of some combinatorial geometry M” defined on E, called the v-image of M. 
(ii) The identity map defined on E is a weak homomorphism from M 
to M”, tf M” is defined, i.e., if W # 0. 
(iii) Assume M” is defined. Then e E E is a loop in M” tf and only tf 
for every BE L%I with e E B there exists some B’ E&Y with e 4 B’ and 
v(B) < v(B). Similarly, for e, f E E with e # f the set (e, f) is a circuit in M” 
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if and only if e, f are no loops in M” and for every BE ?2 with {e, f } c B 
there exists some B’ E 63 with {e, f } g B’ and v(B) < v( B’). 
(iv) We have 9? = 23’” and M = M” zf and only if the valuation v is 
trivial. 
Proof: (i) follows directly from (V2), because B,, B, E .%I”, B’, , B; E 93, 
and v(B,) .v(B2) < v(B;) .v(B;) imply B;, B; ~33”. 
(ii) follows from the fact that by definition the identity map is a 
weak homomorphism between two matroids M and M’ defined on E of 
finite rank m with ~?+9 and 93’ as their sets of bases, respectively, if and only 
if &YcL&?. 
(iii) and (iv) are also obvious. 1 
Remarks. (i) If v, w: E” + r are equivalent valuations, then we have 
g’” = Bi3”‘, 
(ii) If v and w are similar, then, in general, 93” #3?‘“. In case 
#E= cc there (may even) exist similar valuations v, w with 93”= 0, 
ZP # 0: Assume p is a prime number, E = am, v = up 0 det and w = v[ 1, ~1 
with q: UP + Q + given by 
al 
? i 0 
1 if ai = 0 for all i with 1 < i Q m := 
‘,F,?:, v,(aJV’ else. a, . . 
Clearly, we have $3” = 0. 
On the other hand, we have 
1 ~~:~ 0 0 0 0 1 !i 0 0 W ) ) . ..) t ; )i =l 
0 
0 0 1 
and 
w(e,, . . . . e,) = w(pXL -e,, . . . . p’m f e,) < 1 
for all ei, . . . . e, E E and c1i, . . . . ~1, E Z. This implies 
?P’ = { (b,, . . . . 6,}E(~)Iw(bl,...,b,)=1)#0. 
We will now study the various ?P for a whole class of projectively 
equivalent valuations v: E” -+ P and in particular those W” which are 
maximal. 
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Clearly, a valuation v of the matroid M is essentially trivial if and only 
if SP = gM for some valuation w similar to v. 
At first we show the following general result about matroids: 
LEMMA 2.10. Assume that B, = (e,, . . . . e,} and B, = {x1, . . . . x,, 
e n+ 1, . . . . e,} are bases of the matroid A4 such that B,, n B, = (e, + 1, . . . . e,}. 
Then there exists some permutation T E Z, with (B,\(e,)) u (x,(~)) E W, for 
all i with 1 <i<n. 
Proof We proceed by induction on n = #(B, \B,). 
The cases n = 0 and n = 1 are trivial. 
Now assume 2 <n <m. Then by the strong exchange property for bases 
of matroids there exists j with 1 <j < n such that Bb := (B,\{ej} ) u 
(xn} ~~~ and B; := (B,\{x,,}) u {e,} ~93~. Our induction hypothesis 
;yplied to B,, B; implies that there exists a bijection 7’: (1, . . . . n}\{j} -+ 
,...,n-1) with(B,\{e,})u{x,.~i,}~~Mforalliwlthi#jand l<i<n. 
Thus z E L’,,, defined by z(i) := z’(i) for i # j and z(j) := n, satisfies what we 
want. 1 
Next we prove 
LEMMA 2.11. Assume v: E” + i= is a valuation of A4 and B, = 
{e 1, ***, e,} E gM. Then we have B, E 33’” if and only if 
v(el, . . . . gi, . . . . e,, x) d v(el, . . . . e,) holds for all x E E and 
1 di<m. 
Proof: The necessity of our assumption is obvious. Assume that, 
vice versa, this condition holds. We prove by induction on 
n:= #(ix,, . . . . x,)\(e,, . . . . e,>) that for all x1, . . . . X,EE we have 
4x, 3 ..*, x,) < v(e,, . . . . e,). The cases n = 0 and v(xI, . . . . x,) = 0 are trivial, 
while for n = 1 we are done by the assumption of our lemma. 
Now assume 2 < n < 112, say # {x,, . . . . x,, e,, . . . . e,} = n + m and xk = ek 
for n + 1 < k < m. Then by (V2) and our induction hypothesis there exists 
i with l<i<n and 
4x1, . . . . x,, en+,, . . . . e,).v(e,, . . . . 4 
< V(ei, X2, . . . . X,, e,, 1, . . . . e,) .V(Xl, e,, . . . . @i, . . . . e,) 
< u(el, . . . . em)2. 
This means v(xr, . . . . x,, e,, , , . . . . e,) < v(eI, . . . . e,), because v(el, . . . . e,) #O. 
I 
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Using the last result we will now show 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Assume v: E” + i= is a valuation of M and 
B= {el, . . . . e,) EL!J,,,,. Define nB: E+Z by 
VB(X) := 
{ 
1 zf x is a loop in M 
( max v(e,, . . . . gj, . . . . e,, x)))’ .v(e,, . . . . e,) else 
l<j<m 
and put vs : = u[ 1, ne]. Then the following holds: 
(i) We have BE LOP, and for every x E E/B which is not a loop in M 
there exists some j with 1 d j < m and (B\{e,)) v {x} E ~43”~. In particular, 
for any BE 9M and any valuation v: E” + i= of M there exists some 
valuation w similar to v with BE gw. 
(ii) Zf BEEP, then we have 33” GYP, and we have SP = ~3’“~ if and 
only if v = us tf and only if W” n { {e, , . . . . ej, . . . . e,, x} 11 < j $ m, x E E} = 
LiTuB n { {e, , . . . . gj, . . . . e,, x}ll<jdm, XEE} tfandonly tffor everyxeE 
which is not a loop in M there exists some j with 1 < j< m and 
(B\{ej)) u {x> E g”. 
Proof. (i) For 1 d i < m we have g,(e,) = 1. Thus we obtain for all 
xEEand I<i<m, 
o,(e,, . . . . ti, . . . . e,, x) = qB(x). v(e,, . . . . P,, . . . . e,, x) 
d u(el, . . . . e,) 
= o,(e,, . . . . e,), 
and if x is not a loop, we have v,(e,, . . . . Cj, . . . . e,, x) = v,(e,, . . . . e,) for a 
suitable j with 1~ j < m. Thus we are done, since by Lemma 2.11 we have 
BE L&P. 
(ii) follows because of BE BuB immediately from the facts that by 
assumption qB(x) > 1 for all x E E and qB(x) = 1 if and only if x is a loop 
or there exists j with (B\ (e,}) u {x} E 99’“. 1 
If v’ is similar to v and if we can choose u’ E r and #: E + r with 
v’ = v[cr’, ~‘1 such that q’ is constant on B, then vb and us are obviously 
equivalent, so, replacing v by v’, we see that BE 9P implies .%9”’ G SP and 
CA?” = gvB if and only if v’ and vB are equivalent. Still, once we consider 
valuations w = v[cr, 111 of M, for which q is not constant on B, we may find 
some such valuations w for which 39”’ properly contains S?“q To discuss 
this possibility more thoroughly let us assume that v is a valuation of M 
with 93’ # @ and let us choose some fixed B, = {e,, . . . . e,} E P. We define 
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two bipartite graphs Gi = G,(B,) and Gz = G*(B,,, u) with E = B, o (E\B,) 
as their set of vertices and 
Kl = Kl(Bo) := {(e,, x> I (&\{ei}) u {x} E g’>, 
K, = KJB,, u) := { {ei, x} 1 u(e,, . . . . ti, . . . . e,, x) = u(B,)} 
as their sets of edges, respectively. Clearly, we have K2 E K,. 
If S denotes the set of loops of M, then the bases of M are exactly the 
bases of the restriction M’ := M\S, and therefore the valuations of M 
correspond naturally and in a one-to-one fashion to those of M’. Thus 
from now on we may assume that M does not contain any loops, which 
implies that the number of connected components of G,(B,) is finite and 
that in view of Proposition 2.12 the same holds for G2(Bo, u) in case 
0 = II&. 
Let z, = z,(&,) and z2 = z,(B,, u) denote the number of connected com- 
ponents of G,(B,) and G2(B,, u), respectively; so we have z1 < z2 < cc, but 
z,<oo. 
We will show in the sequel that 99” is maximal among all W” with w 
similar to u if z,(B,) = z*(B,, u). Moreover, the converse will also be shown 
to be true, if the following finiteness condition (F) is satisfied: 
(F) For all BE W and all w similar to u the set {w(B) . w( B’)-’ 1 B’ E W 
and w(B’) < w(B)} is well ordered. 
For example, this condition (F) is satisfied for all finite sets E or in case 
r E Z, say r = { p” ) n E Z} for some prime number p. 
Let E,, . . . . E,, denote the sets of vertices of the z1 distinct connected com- 
ponents of G,(B,). We will now relate these connected components to the 
connected components of the matroid A4 as defined in [We, Chap. 51: if 
e, f~ E are distinct, then e and f belong to the same connected component 
of A4 if and only if there exists some circuit C in M with {e, f} & C. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. The matroids MI E,, . . . . MI E,, are exactly the 
connected components of the matroid M. In particular, z1 and E,, . . . . E,, do 
not depend on the fixed base B, E 33’“. 
Proof: If (B,\{ej))u {x} E.@ f or somej with 1 <j<m and xeE\Bo, 
then ej and x lie in the same connected component of the matroid M. Thus 
the proposition is proved once it is shown that # (B, n Ei) = p,(E,) for all 
i with 1~ i < zl, where pM denotes the rank function of M. Otherwise there 
exists some base B, E W and some i with 1 < i < z1 and #(B, n Ei) < 
# (B, n Ei) = p,(E,). By a repeated application of the base exchange 
607/93/2-a 
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axiom we see that there exists some base B, E 99 with B, n Ei = B, n Ei and 
B,\E, c_ B,. Then we have 
#(Bon (EiUB,))= #(BonEi)+ #(B,\Ei) 
< #(B,nEi)+ #(B,\E,)=m; 
this means B,\(E, u B,) # @. Choose some e E B,\(E, u B2). Then there 
exists some fe B,\Bo with (B,\(e})u (f} EL%; that is {e,S} EK,(B~). 
Furthermore, B, \Ei G B, implies fe Ei. But this contradicts {e, j”} E K,( B,) 
ande$E,. 1 
Now we can show 
PROPOSITION 2.14. Assume z1 = z,(B,, v). Then for all w similar to v 
with .99,” cgW the valuations v and w are equivalent. In particular, 93’ is 
maximal among all 9?%’ with w similar to v. 
Proof: Assume w = v[cc, q] for some c( E r and some map q: E + r such 
that a” G &Y. We may assume w(B,) = v(B,); this means 
For every 
therefore 
i=l 
{ei, x} E K,(B,, v) we have (B,,\{e;)) u {x}E~~E~~ and 
v(e,, . . . . ii, . . . . e,, x) = v( B,) = w( B,) 
= w(e,, . . . . C;, . . . . e,, x) 
= c( . n q(e,) . q(x) . v(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,, x) 
ifr 
=q(ei)-’ .q(x).v(el, . . . . Oi, . . . . e,, x); 
that is q(x)=q(ei). Thus by the assumption of our proposition and by 
Proposition 2.13 we have n(x) = n(y) for all x, y E E which lie in one and 
the same connected component of the matroid M. Since # (B, n Ei) = 
# (B n Ei) for every B E L# and every connected component M 1 E, of M, we 
obtain 
w(B) = fi r,,‘(ei) . n q(b). v(B) = v(B) 
i=l beB 
for all BE%?. 1 
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If condition (F) is satisfied, the next result yields in case 
z, < zz(Bo, u) c co a method to construct some valuation w: E” -+ r similar 
to u with 33’” 5 9Y and zJB,, w) c z,(B,, u). Thus a repeated application of 
this process starting with us,, instead of u in case z,(B,, U) = a~ finally yields 
a valuation uO similar to u such that zi = z,(&, u,,) and 93”” is maximal 
among all @I’“’ with w similar to u. 
PROPOSITION 2.15. Assume that condition (F) is satisfied and z, < 
zZ(BO, u). Choose some (ej, x0> E K,(B,)\K,(B,, u) such that ej and x,, lie in 
two distinct connected components of G2(B,, u) and u(e,, . . . . cj, . . . . e,, x0) is 
maximal with respect to this property which is possible in view of(F). Define 
q: E+l-by 
u(B,) .u(e,, . . . . gj, . . . . e,, x0)-’ 
q(e) := if e and x0 lie in the same connected component of G2( B,, u) 
1 else 
and put w := u[ny! 1 q-‘(e,), q]. 
Then we have SIB” sSP’ and (B,\(e,))u {x0) ESP\~P’. In particular, 33’” 
is not maximal among all .9P with w similar to u. 
Moreover, we haue K,(B,, u) s K2(B,, w) and ej and x0 are connected in 
GAB,, WI 
Proof. By the definition of w we have w(B,) = uf B,). Now assume 
1 < i< m and XE E\B,. We want to show that w(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,, x) < 
u(&). 
If {e,, x} E K,(B,, u), then we have q(x) = q(e,) and therefore 
wfe,, . . . . Ei, . . . . e,, x)=q(e,)-’ .q(x)-u(el, . . . . ei, . . . . e,, x)=u(&). 
If {ei, X} E K,(B,)\K,(B,, u), then we obtain 
w(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,, x) = q(ei)-’ .q(x). u(e,, .,., Zi, . . . . em, x) < u(B,) 
which is clear if ei and x belong to the same connected component of 
G,(B,, u) but holds also otherwise, because then q(e,)-‘< 1, q(x)< 
u(B,) . u(el, . . . . Cj, . . . . e,, x& ’ and our choice of ej and x0 together imply 
q(ei)-’ . q(x). u(e,, . . . . Ci. . . . . em, x) 
<u(B,) ‘u(e,, . . . . ej, . . . . e,, x0)-’ -u(e,, . . . . ii, . . . . e,, x) 
d u(B,). 
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For {ei, x) #K,(B,) we have 
w(e,, . . . . Pi, . . . . e,, x) = o(e,, . . . . ii, . . . . e,, x) = 0. 
Thus by Lemma 2.11 we have B, E SY and 
w= {BE9iJlw(B)= u(B,)}. 
Now assume BEG”\{&,}, say B= {x,, . . . . x,, e,,, ,..., e,} and B,nB= 
{e, + 1 , . . . . e,>. Then by Lemma 2.10 applied to M” there exists t EL‘, with 
(Bo\{ej})u {xrcib} l a?” f or all i with 1 < id n. By the definition of 9 this 
means q(e,) = r](x,,,,) for 1 < i < n and therefore 
w(xl, . . . . x,, e, + I, . . . . e,) 
= ifI1 (de,)-l .vl(xr(i))) .4x1, . . . . x,, en+ 1, -., emI 
= v( 8,). 
Thus we have W E a’“‘. 
Moreover, we have q(ej) = 1, q(x,) = u(B,) .u(e,, . . . . I?~, .. . . e,, x0)-l and 
thus 
w(e,, . . . . ij, . . . . e,, ~0) = q(ej)-’ . v(x,). u(e,, . . . . kj, . . . . e,, x0) = v(B,), 
that is (B,\{ej}) u {x0} ~g~‘\99”. 
The last assertion follows from W E 49,“’ and {e,, x0} E K,(B,, w). 1 
Together Propositions 2.12-2.15 yield 
THEOREM 2.16. Assume the matroid M has no loops, v: E” + i= is a 
valuation of M and M and v satisfy condition (F). Then the following three 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) W is maximal among all &I’” with w similar to v. 
(ii) 99” # 0 and z,(B,, v) equals the number of connected components 
of M for all B, E SF’. 
(iii) There exists some B, E ~8’” such that z,(B,, v) equals the number 
of connected components of M. 
Next we show 
PROPOSITION 2.17. Assume v: E” + r is a valuation of M and B, E &?, 
e,EE\Bo. Define n: E-+Tby 
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q(e) := 1 if e=e, ore is a loop in M, 
q(b) := 
i 
1 for ~~~o~(~o\{~))u~eo)~~ 
4B&‘-4(Bo\{b))u ie,>) 
for bE&,, (&\{b})u {e,}E% 
r(e) :=v(Bd~(~ag ~~(b)-‘~~((Bo\{b))u {e>)>)-’ 
if eEE\(Bou {eO}) is not a loop. 
Furthermore, put 
VB,,, := 0 [ fl v@-h]. 
beBo 
(2.3) 
Then for v,, := v~,,+~ we have B,,E~V’ and (B,\{b})u {e,} ~.?2f”O for all 
bEBO with (B,\(b})u (e,,}E@. M oreover, for any e E E\(BO u (eO} ) which 
is not a loop in M there exists some be B, with (B,\(b})u {e} EWVO. 
Furthermore, if B, u (eO > is a circuit in M, then LAY is maximal among all 
93” with w similar to v. 
ProoJ: Without loss of generality we may assume that M has no loops. 
Clearly, we have vo(Bo)=v(Bo), and for bEBO with (B,\(b})u {e,}E&7 
we obtain 
~dU&\{b~)u (e,})=?(e,).rl(b)-‘.u((B,\{b})u {%>I 
= v(B,) = uo(B,). 
Furthermore, for e E E\(B, u (eO}) and b o B, with (B,\(b)) u (e} E 33 we 
obtain 
od(B~\{bl)u {e))=~(e).tl(b)-‘.u((B,\{b})u (e>) 
G WJ = %uM 
and vO((B,\{b})u {e))=u,(B,) for at least one bEBO. 
Thus we have v,(B) < v,(B,) for all BEW with #(B,\B) =m - 1 and 
v,(B) = v,(B,) for all such B with the additional property e, E B. So by 
Lemma2.11 we have B,EW”O and (B,\{b})u {e,} ~99”Ofor all be BO with 
(&\{bl)u {eo> EAR M oreover, for any e E E\(B,, u { eo} ) there exists 
somebEBOwith (B,\{b})u(e}EW’. 
Finally, assume that C := B u { eO} is a circuit. Then by construction we 
have {e,, b} EK~(B,, v,,) for all bE B,,, and for every e E E\C there exists 
some b E B, with {e, b} E K,(B,, u,,). This means that the graph G2(Bo, vO) 
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is connected. The matroid M is also connected, because C is a circuit. Thus 
our last assertion follows from Proposition 2.14. 1 
COROLLARY 2.18. Assume M has no loops and v: E” + r is a valuation 
of M. Assume B,= {e,, . . . . e,} ~99 and eOE E\B, are such that 
CO := B, u (eO} is a circuit in M. Furthermore, assume that w: E” + r is 
similar to v such that C,\{e} E W for all e E C,. Then the following four 
statements are equivalent: 
(i) M” has no loops. 
(ii) G2(B,, w) is connected. 
(iii) 4?” is maximal among all ?49”’ with nl’ similar to v. 
(iv) w is equivalent to vO := vsO,cO. 
Proof (iv) =- (i) is a trivial consequence of Proposition 2.17. 
Since every eE B, is connected to e, in G,(B,, w), the implication (i) + (ii) 
is also obvious. 
(ii) =S (iii) follows from Proposition 2.14. 
Finally, (iii) implies (iv), since for any M E r and q’: E -+ f with 
u. = w[a, q’] one has q’(e,) = q’(eO) for 1 d i 6 m in view of 
a. fi rl’(e,) . w(B,J 
]=I 
=dBd= d(Bo\feil)u {e,>) 
= ct fi q’(e,) . q’(e,) . q’(e,) -’ .w((Bo\{eii)u {%>I 
j=l 
and w(B,) = w((B,\(e,}) u {e,}). Therefore (v,,)~~ and ws,, are necessarily 
equivalent. But (v~)~~ = vO and wsO = w by Proposition 2.12, so vO and w 
must be equivalent. [ 
3. WEAK PREIMAGESOF VALUATED MATROIDS 
In this section we prove the following simple but pleasing result which 
states that if A4 and M’ are matroids on the same finite set, differing only 
by one base of M’ which is not a base of M, then every valuation of A4 
may be extended to M’. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume E is some finite set and M, M’ are matroids, 
both defined on E and of rank m, with 9 and 68” as their sets of bases, 
respectively, such that 68’ = g u { BO) for some B, E .%?‘\g, If r= (r, -, < ) 
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is a linearly ordered abelian group and v: E” -+ F is a valuation of M, then 
there exists some valuation VI: E” -+ i= of M’ such that v’(e,, ,.., e,) = 
v(el, . . . . e,) whenever {e,, . . . . e,} # B,. 
Proof: Choose some yeT such that for all y,, y2, y3 E v(E”) n r we 
have Y<Y~~Y~~Y~~ and define VI: E” -+ i= by 
u’(e,, . . . . e,) := v(e,, . . . . e,) if (e,, . . . . e,} #B, 
Y otherwise. 
Clearly, v’ satisfies (VO) and (Vl). To verify (V2) we have only to show 
that for all BE 9 and eE B,\B there existsfe B\BO with 
v’(B,).u’(B)~v’((B,\{e})u {f>).v’((B\{f))u {e)) (3.1) 
and that, vice versa, for fe B\B, there exists e E B,\B such that (3.1) holds 
also. But both facts follow from the strong exchange property for bases 
applied to the matroid M’ by our choice of y. 
It is now trivial that v’ is a valuation of M’. 1 
Remark. If 99 c $9’ and # (a’\&r) 2 2, then there may exist valuations 
of M which do not extend to M’. 
Look at the example of the projective plane M’ over the field IF3 with E 
as its set of points and 99’ as its set of bases. Consider some fixed line 
L = {e, , e2, e3, e4} in M’ and choose some fixed point e, E E\L. Moreover, 
Put 
98 is obviously the set of bases of some matroid M defined on E, and we 
have 98 G 99’. The valuations of A4 correspond naturally and in a one-to- 
one fashion to the valuations of the restriction M,: = Ml L = M’ 1 L. But 
M,, is the uniform matroid of rank 2 with four elements. Thus Example 2.5 
shows that M, and M are not rigid. However, we will show in Section 5 
(see Theorem 5.11) that M’ is rigid. Therefore Lemma 2.3 implies that 
those valuations of M which are not essentially trivial cannot be extended 
to M’. 
We will now show that Proposition 3.1 does not hold for infinite E. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Assume m > 3, put H := {‘(xi, . . . . x,) E Q” 1 xl = 0}, let 
fi := ‘(0, . ..) 0, 1) 0, . ..) 0) * 
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denote the ith unit vector in R” for 1 d i < m, put 
e, := z fi= ‘(0, 1, . . . . l), B,:={e,}u{fi12~idm}, 
i=2 
E := B, u (tY\H), 
and let M denote the matroid defined on E by linear (in)dependence. Let 
&? :=gM denote the bases of M and put gi’ :=99 v (B,). Since B, is a 
circuit as well as a hyperplane in M, &?’ is the system of bases of some 
matroid M’ defined on E. Choose some fixed prime number p and define 
u:E”+Q+u{O} byv:=v,o det. Now assume there exists some valuation 
u’: E” + Q+ u (0) of M’ such that v’(e,, . . . . e,) = u(e,, . . . . e,) whenever 
{e I, . . . . e,} #B, and put y := u’(eO, f2, . . ..f.). Necessarily, we have 
y = u’(B,) > 0. 
We will now show that there exists some BE gM with e, $ B such that for 
all e E B\B, we have 
v’(B,).u’(B)>u’((B,\(e,))u {el).v’((B\(e))u (eo)). (3.2) 
Choose some n E Z with p-” < y. Put e, := ‘( 1, 0, . . . . 0), e2 := ‘( 1, p-“, 0, . . . . 0) 
andei:=fifor3di<m.ThenwehaveB:=(e,,...,e,}&Eand 
u’( B,) . o’(B) = y .p” > 1, 
o’((&\{%))u {ei)).u’((B\{eiI)u {eo))=l.l=l for iG (1, 2). 
Thus (3.2) holds for all eE B\B,. 
4. VALUATED MATROIDS AND MATROIDS WITH COEFFICIENTS 
Fuzzy rings and matroids with coefficients in a fuzzy ring have been 
introduced in [Dl]. 
In this section we will show that valuated matroids are nothing but 
matroids with coefficients in an appropriate fuzzy ring. To this end we 
recall the definition of a fuzzy ring. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A fuzzy ring K= (K, + ;. ; E; K,) consists of a set K 
together with two compositions 
+:KxK+K:(K,A)HK+A 
and 
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a specified element E E K and a specified subset Koc K such that the 
following holds: 
(FRO) (K, + ) and (K, .) are abelian semigroups with neutral 
elements 0 and 1, respectively; 
(FRl) 0.M=O for all KEK; 
(FR2) ~~~(K~+K~)=cI~K~+cI~K~ for all K,,IC~EK and aeK*:= 
{BE Kj 1 E/I.K), the group of units in K 
(FR3) a2 = 1; 
(FR4) K,+K,,sK,, K.K,,cK,,, OEK,,, l$K,; 
(FR5) for a E K* one has 1 + a E K, if and only if a = E; 
(FW ~1, ~2, A,,&EK and rci+Ai, IC,+A,EK,, implies K~.K~+ 
E.dI.&EKO; 
(FR7) IC,~,IC,,U,EK and IC+~~-(K,+IC~)EK~ implies JC+~.IC~+ 
l.rc,~K~. 
EXAMPLES. (i) The commutative rings R = (R; +;.) with 1 E R are (in 
a canonical correspondence to) exactly those fuzzy rings (K, + ;.; E; K,) for 
which K, = (0). In this case we have necessarily E = - 1. 
(ii) If K = (K; + ; .; E; K,,) is a fuzzy ring and if U < K* is a subgroup 
of the group of units, then we can form the “quotient fuzzy ring” 
K/U := (zP(K)~; +;-; E . U; 9(K):), 
where zP(K)~ denotes the U-invariant subsets of K (i.e., FEP(K)~ if and 
only if U. F= F), which are added and multiplied as “complexes”; that is 
by 
T,jT2:={IC1/IC21~C1ET1,1C2ET2} (T,, T,EWO~), 
and where B(K): denotes those U-invariant subsets TG K for which 
TnK,#%. 
Note that TE K/U is a unit if and only if T= a. U for some a E K*. In 
[DW3, (4.7)] it is shown that R/R* is an appropriate domain of coef- 
ficients for combinatorial geometries or matroids in the ordinary sense. 
(iii) If K is a fuzzy ring and if L E K is the smallest subset of K with 
K* u (0) c L and L 4 L c L, then (L; + ; .; E; L n K,) is also a fuzzy ring. 
This is particularly interesting in case K is of the form K,/UI for some 
fuzzy ring K, and some subgroup Ul <K:, in which case we write K1//UI 
for L. By [DW2, $63, the fuzzy rings R/OX + and Iw//lR + are appropriate 
domains of coefficients for oriented matroids. 
These and some further examples of fuzzy rings are considered in detail 
in [Dl, (1.3)]. 
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In view of [DW2, Sect. 41 we will now give the definition of matroids 
with coefficients of finite rank in terms of Grassmann-Plucker maps; this 
definition is the most convenient one for our purposes. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Assume E is some set and m E N. A matroid M of rank 
m, defined on E, with coefficients in a fuzzy ring K = (K; + ;.; E; K,) is an 
equivalence class of maps b: E” + K* u (0) satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(GPO) There exist e,, . . . . e, E E with b(e,, . . . . e,) # 0; 
(GPl) b is s-alternating; this means, for e,, . . . . e, E E and every odd 
permutation r E C, we have 
b(e,tlj, . . . . ercmj) = 8. b(e,, . . . . e,) 
and in case # {e, , . . . . e, > < m we have b(e, , . . . . e,) = 0; 
(GP2) for all eO, . . . . e,, f2, . . . . f, E E we have 
5 &‘.b(e,, . . . . di, . . . . e,).b(e,, fi, . . . . fm)eKo, (4.1) 
i=O 
where two such maps b, b’ are called equivalent if b = u . 6’ for some u E K*. 
If b: E” + K* u (0) satisfies (GPO), (GPl), and (GP2), then b is called 
a Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree m with values in K, defined on E”. 
Remarks. (i)If M and b are as above, then we write also M = M,. 
(ii) The relations (4.1) are called Grassmann-Pliicker relations. 
(iii) According to [DW2, Proposition 4.11 the set 39 = g,,,, of bases 
of M = M,, given by 
&I := {e,, . . . . e,} E He 1, .--, 
forms the set of bases of a combinatorial geometry (or matroid) M = M, 
in the usual sense. 
(iv) If K, E, and b are as above and U< K* is a subgroup of K*, 
then 6,: E” + (K*/U) u (0): (e,, . . . . e,) H b(e,, . . . . e,) . U is a Grassmann- 
Pliicker map of degree m with values in K/U or, equivalently, in Kf/U. 
EXAMPLE. Assume K = IF is a field and E E IF” is a spanning subset of 
the vector space IF”. Then b: E” + IF defined by 
He 1, ..., e,) := det(e,, . . . . e,) 
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is a Grassmann-Plucker map. In this case the relations (4.1) state the well- 
known identity of Grassmann: 
For all e,, . . . . e,, fi, . . . . f, E E we have 
igo (- l)i. det(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,) edet(e,, f2, . . . . f,) = 0. 
(See also (1.3) in case [F = CD.) 
(4.la) 
M, is just the matroid defined on E by linear (in)dependence. 
In the sequel we assume that r= (r , ., < ) is a linearly ordered abelian 
group. We construct a fuzzy ring K= K, which may be interpreted as the 
domain of coefficients for valuated matroids with values in IY 
To this end we define for each y E r the subset 
we put 
i+:= {r”lyEr}cKr, 
and we identify each y E i= with the one-element subset {y } E K, so that 
K,=i=o F. 
Finally, for all A, A’ c 7 we define 
A+,A’:=(A 0 A’)u(A’O A)u u 8\({d}nr). 
c5eAnA’ 
Note that A+,A’=A+A’ unless there exists GEAnA’nT with 
6 = min A = min A’ in which case (A + A’)\(A +* A’) = (6). 
Furthermore, note that K,. K,-G K,- and K,+ K,& K,- (but not 
necessarily K,-+* Krc K,) and that for the elements 0 and a, fi E r we 
have the following addition and multiplication table in K,-: 
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We claim: 
THEOREM 4.3. With this addition andmultiplication (K,; + ;.; 1; (0) u r) 
is a fuzzy ring with Kf = F such that for any set E and every m E N a map 
v: E” + P= Kr v (0) defines a valuated matroid of rank m on E tf and only 
tf it is a Grassmann-Pliicker map of degree m with values in K,. 
Proof. Though we could give a direct computational proof of this 
theorem, we prefer to derive it from several lemmata which will also help 
to clarify the motivation for our definition of K,. 
LEMMA 4.4. For any linearly ordered abelian group F= (F, ., < ) there 
exists a field IF together with a surjective non-archimedian valuation 
@: [F + T, i.e., a surjective map @: [F + T such that for all x, y E F one has 
@(x)=00x=0, (4.2a) 
@(x + Y) < max(@(x), @(Y)), (4.2b) 
@(x.Yl=@P(x).@(Y) (4.2~) 
and therefore also 
G(x) = @( -x), (4.2d) 
@(x + y) = Q(x) if WY) < @(xl- (4.2e) 
Proof This is well known (cf. [S, Chap. I, Sect. 61). One way to con- 
struct some such 5 is the following one. For an arbitrary field 5, consider 
the group ring 
a,EIFo, a,=0 for almost all ~E:T 
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together with the map 
(using the convention min(@ ) - ’ := 0). Obviously, @Jx) = 0 if and only if 
x = 0, QO(x + y) G max(@,,(x), QO( y)), and @,(x . y) = QO(x). Q,,(y) for all 
x, y E R,, in particular x .y # 0 if x # 0 # y. Hence R, is an integral domain 
and we may choose F to be the quotient field IF’ of R, and @ to be the 
(well-defined ! ) map 
@I : 5’ + IT x/y H fD~(X)/@~( y) (x, YE&; y#O). 
Another possibility is to define F as the field IF” of all r-valued formal 
power series with coefficients from IF,, that is of all formal sums CYEraY~ 
(a, E IF,) for which {y 1 uY # 0} is a well ordered subset of r, with (well- 
defined!) sum C u,y + C b,y := C (a, + b,)y and product C u,y .C b,y := 
C (C,, .y2 = y uYlb,,) y and to define @ as the map 
@,: lF”+F’:uJt+ 
0 if uY = 0 for all y 
min(yIu,#O)-’ otherwise. 
In a way, [F” can be viewed as the completion of IF’ relative to the valuation 
@I. I 
Next assume that r is a linearly ordered abelian group, IF is a field 
and CD: F ++ T is a surjective non-archimedian valuation. Note that 
R, :=@-‘(I)= { x E IF 1 Q(x) < 1 } is a subring of IF with a unique maximal 
ideal m ~:=@-1(~\{l))={x~5(@(x)<l} and with U,:=@-‘(l)= 
R,\m, as its group of units. Let IF cg := RJm, denote its residue class field 
and note that for the examples F = F’, IF”, constructed in the proof of 
Lemma 4.4, we have F, = F,. Note also that @ induces a canonical one-to- 
one correspondence between B(Q”@, the set of U,-invariant subsets of F, 
and the set 9(T), given by 
We claim 
Al+AiF:=@-l(A) (A E r). 
LEMMA 4.5. For all A, A’c i= we have 
and 
A,eA’,=(A.A’), 
if #IF,=2 
otherwise. 
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Proof: Obviously A,. A’, c (A . A’)s in view of (4.2~). Vice versa, if 
x~(A.d’),, say D(x) = 6.6’ with 6 E A and 6’ E A’, we may choose 
y~6~~A~arbitrarily,andincasey#Owemayputy’:=y~’~x~6’,~A’, 
to find that x=y.y’~A,.A’,, while in case y = 0 we may choose 
Y’E& arbitrarily and still have x = 0 = y . y’ E A, . A’,, since G(x) = 
CD(y) . @(y’) = 0. 
It is also an obvious consequence of (4.2b) and (4.2e) that 
A,+A’,c(A+A’), and that A,+A’,~(A,+A’), in case #[F,=2, that is 
UQ + U, = m, and therefore 6, + 6, s (F\(6)), for all 6 E f. 
Vice versa, assume that x E (A + A’)F. If Q(x) = 6 E A and there exists 
6’ E A’ with 6’ < 6, then choose y E Sl, and observe that x = (x - y) + y 
EAT+ A’, in view of @(x-y)= @(x)=~E A because of (4.2e) and 
@(- y) = Q(y) = 6’ < 6 = Q(x). Similarly x E A, + A’, if Q(x) = 6’ E A’ and 
there exists 8~ A with 6 ~6’. Finally, if @(x)<~E An A’, then in case 
G(x) < 6 we may choose y E 6, arbitrarily to derive x = y + (x - y) E 6, + 6, 
E A, + A’, in view of @(x - y) = Q(y) because of Q(x) < Q(y) = @(- y), 
while in case Q(x) = 6 and #[F, # 2, that is U, + U, g m,, we may 
choose y,, y, E U, with y := y, + yz~ U, to derive x= y, .x.y-‘+ 
Y2.X.Y -%~,+~,EA,+A’,. 1 
It follows immediately from the last lemma that with r, lF, and @J as 
above K, coincides with the fuzzy ring F//U, in case #IF, # 2, and hence 
it follows from the last two lemmata that K, is always a fuzzy ring. 
Similarly, in case #IF, = 2 the fuzzy ring F//U, can be identified with 
or, more precisely, with (KY’; +*;.; 1; {AG K~‘/OE A}). Matroids with 
coefficients in this fuzzy ring will be studied elsewhere. 
It remains to show that valuated matroids (E, u: E” + F) of rank m, 
defined on a set E, are nothing but Grassmann-Plucker maps of degree m, 
defined on E”, with values in K,. Indeed, the conditions (VO) and (GPO) 
coincide as well as the conditions (Vl) and (GPl), taking into account that 
E = 1 in Kr. To show that also (V2) and (GP2) are equivalent we use the 
obvious 
LEMMA 4.6. Zf yo, yl, . . . . ym E i= and ify := max(y,, y,, . . . . ym), then in K, 
we have 
Yo+ . . . +ym= 
Y if #{i~y,=y}=loryi=Ofori=O,...,m 
r’ otherwise. 
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Now assume e,, . . . . e,, f2, . . . . f,,, E E. To show that (V2) implies (GP2) 
Put 
y := max(u(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,) . u(ei, f2, . . . . f,), i= 0, . . . . m), 
say y = u(el, . . . . e,) . u(e,, f2, . . . . f,). By (V2) there exists some ic { 1, . . . . m} 
with 
y = y(el, . . . . 4.u(eo,f2, . . ..f.) 
< u(eo, -, ti, . . . . e,) -u(ei, fi, . . . . f,) <y 
and therefore 
u(eo, -., pi9 . . . . e,) . u(ei, fi, . . ..f.) = Y, 
that is 
# { il de,, . . . . $i, -., e,) .u(ei, f2, --, fm) = Y > > 1 
and therefore 
OE f u(e,, . . . . Cip . . . . em). u(e,,f*, . . . . fm) 
i=O 
by Lemma 4.6. 
Vice versa, if (GP2) holds and we have eo, . . . . e,, f2, . . . . f, E E, then 
0 E f u(e,, . . . . gi, . . . . e,) - u(ei, f2, . . . . fm) 
i=O 
together with Lemma 4.6 implies that 
u(e,, ..-, e,) . u(e,, fi, . . . . fm) > de,, . . . . Zi9 . . . . e,) . U(ei, f2, . . . . fm) 
cannot hold for all i = 1, . . . . m. 
Finally, we have to remark that two Grassmann-Plucker maps 
v, v’: E” -+ i= are equivalent if and only if v and v’ are equivalent valuations 
ifandonlyifuzy.u’forsomeyEI’. 1 
We will now show 
PROPOSITION 4.7. The fuzzy ring K, is distributiue; that is, for all 
,I, y, 6 E K,- we have 
tl.(y+6)=1*y+1.6. (4.3) 
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Proof Put K := K,. and R := K for all K E K,. Then by the addition and 
multiplication table in K we have z = 7 + d and ~2 = 7.5 = 7.6 for all 
y,d~K. 
To prove (4.3) we may assume ;1= I?E F for some K ET, because 
otherwise we are done by (FRl) or (FR2). Then we obtain by (FR2) and 
our addition and multiplication table 
= 1 .(R.~+R.&=/Ly+A.& 1 
Theorem 4.3 together with [DW2, Theorem 4.41 implies that valuated 
matroids of finite rank, defined on a set E and with values in K,, can 
also be defined in terms of subsets 99 s Kp of maps from E into K = K,, 
satisfying the condition (M), stated in [Dl, Sect. 3.51. In detail, we define 
for any map r: E + K its support r := {Ed El r(e) # 0) and its essential 
support_r:=(eEEJr(e)4K,)= (eEElr(e)Er=K*=K\K,J, for any two 
maps r, s: E + K with #(r n 2) < cc we put (r 1 s) := C,, E r(e). s(e), and 
for any e E E we define a map 
rA.s:E+K:fH 
0 if f=e 
s(e)r(f) + r(eb(f) if f #e. 
Finally, for any W c KE we define 
and for any 9, W’ s KE we write W < 9’ if for every r’ E 9? and e E I’ there 
exists some r E B with e l 1 = z ~1’. Then a set W E KE of maps from E into 
K is said to satisfy condition (M) if W ,( [B], two such sets 3, B’ E KE are 
defined to be -M -equivalent if L@ < W’ and 9’ < W, and a matroid, defined 
on E and with coefficients in K, is defined to be an w”-equivalence class 
of such sets 9, W’, . . . s KE, satisfying condition (M). This definition is 
justified since it has been shown in [DW2, Sect. 43 that for every 
Grassmann-Plucker map or valuation a: E” --+ i= the set 
gU := (r: E + rl there exist e,, . . . . e, E E and y E r with 
r(e) = y . u(e,, . . . . Ci, . . . . e,) if e=e, and r(e)=0 if 
e 4 {h . . . . em>} 
satisfies condition (M), for two Grassmann-Plucker maps u: E” + r and 
v’: E”’ -+ i= one has B?” mM ~8”~ if and only if 9” = gU, if and only if m = m’ 
and v = y. v’ for some y E f, and for every 9 sKE, satisfying condition 
(M), there exists some valuation u with 9 wM cA?~, in which case one has 
~“={Y.r(yEr,rEa,r=5#121,andr’~_rforsomer’EWonlyifZ’=0If. 
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Moreover, it was shown that for u* as defined in Proposition 1.4 the set 
Se,. coincides with 
{s:E+Tlthere exist YET and e2,...,e,EE with 
s(e)=y.u(e,e,, . . . . e,) for all eEE}, 
and 9” := U sr-Msc, 9 coincides with {r: E +K( (rlS)EK, for all SE&}, 
satisfies also condition (M) and is N M-equivalent to $I?“. For obvious 
reasons 9” and 9” are called the minimal and the maximal presentation of 
the matroid M,, defined by v, respectively. 
In addition (cf. [DW6]), Proposition 4.7 and the fact that K= K* u K, 
for K= K, together imply that Kr is a perfect fuzzy ring; that is, for every 
valuation u one has (r 1 s) E K. for all r E 9” and s E 9”‘. 
As a further consequence of these results we will establish a connection 
between the results of Section 2 and Klingenberg’s projective homo- 
morphisms. Observe that-generalizing the valuations up of Q-for any 
linearly ordered abelian group r and for any field IF with a (not even 
necessarily surjective) non-archimedian valuation @: IF + F any representa- 
tion g: E + IF” of a combinatorial geometry M of rank m defined on a set 
E (that is any map g: E + F” with det(g(e,), . . . . g(e,)) # 0 if and only if 
{e 1, -**, e,} E 93M for all ei, . . . . e, E E) induces a valuation o@: E” + F 
(e 1, . . . . e,) I-+ @(det(g(e, ), . . . . g(e,))). If a given valuation v of M is 
equivalent to some such uG, we say that the valuated matroid (E, v) is 
representable over IF (relative to Q). 
Let 8, _ i (IF) denote the (m - 1 )-dimensional projective space over IF. Of 
course, pm- i(F) is a matroid of rank m in a canonical sense: 
s is a base { 5 .x, ) . ..) F.x,} is a base of g,-,(F) if and only if {x1, . . . . xml 
of the vector space F”. 
If @: IF + i= is as above, then a corresponding valuation v@ : (pm-, 
of Ym_,(IF) is given by 
(5))” + i= 
m 
vG(el, . . . . e,) := @(det(x,, . . . . X,)1. n (max(@h), --., @(xim)))-‘9 
i= 1 
where e, = 5 . xi and xi = ‘(xi,, . . . . xi,,,) for 1~ i < m. 
Put 
0 0 
1 
0 J 
0 
0 9 . . . . 5. 
0 
1 
1 
; ,5. 
(II 
i . 
0 1 
1 1 
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Cis a circuit in Pm-,(F) with u@(C\{e})= 1 for all eEC. Since by delini- 
tion o&ei, . . . . e,) < 1 for all e,, . . . . e, E Ym ~ i(F), Corollary 2.18 implies that 
&Y”@ is maximal among all Bw with w similar to Us. 
More precisely, consider the valuation ring 
s:= {.rE[FI@(S)<l}, 
its maximal ideal 
m:={sESI@(,s)<l}, 
and the residue class field [F o := S/m. Then we have a projective 
homomorphism rc: Pm _ 1(E) --) P:, ~ ,(iF,), defined by Klingenberg in [K] 
and given by 
with SUES for all i = 1, . . . . m, s,~S\m for at least one such i and 
Si := si + m. For {ei, . . . . e,) sY:,-i([F) we have {e,, . . ..e.)~g”@ if and 
only if {7r(e,), . . . . n(e,)} is a base of the projective space Pm_,(iF,). 
5. THE TUTTE GROUP OF VALUATED MATROIDS 
In this section we want to show that some matroids are rigid. To this 
end we will have to make use of the Tutte group of a matroid which has 
been introduced in [DWl 1. Moreover, we will have to recall some results 
about projective equivalence of matroids with coefficients stated in [W2, 
Sect. 61 in terms of the Tutte group. Most of the results proved in this 
section will be simple consequences of the basic techniques, developed in 
[DWl, Wl, W2]. 
We repeat the “axiomatic” definition of the Tutte group as it has been 
given in [DW2, Sect. 31: We assume that A4 is a combinatorial geometry 
of finite rank m, defined on a possibly infinite set E. Let W = gM denote the 
set of bases, 2 = Xw the set of hyperplanes, Q? = %M the set of circuits, 
p = pM the rank function, and ( ... ) = ( ... ),,, the closure operator of M. 
Furthermore, we put 
92 (zw) := {(al, . . . . a,) E E” I {a,, . . . . a,> E a}, 
c#&) := {(H; a, b) 1 HE 2’; a, b E E\H}, 
v (M):=((C;u,b)~CE~;u,bEC}. 
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THEOREM 5.1. There exists an abelian group T = T,, together with a 
specified element zM E 8, and maps 
(A) T,:~&‘,,+L,, 
(B) 7-2: J&j -+ TM, 
CC) T3: g(M) + TM 
such that the following holds: 
6) &L=l. 
(ii) T,((a,~)).Tl((b,c)).T,((c,a))=l for all (a, b), 0, cl, 
Cc, a) E gFMj, 
Tl((aly .-., a,,,), (a,clJ, .-, a,&) 
i 
1 if z is an even permutation in C, 
= 
&M if 7 is an oddpermutation in C,, 
Tl((al, -., am-2r bl, cl), (al, . . . . am--2, bl, c2)) 
= Tl((al, . . . . am-2, b2, cl), (a,, . . . . am-2, b2, c2)) 
if (4, . . . . amp2, bi, ci} E?.4 for i, js {1,2}, but {a,, . . . . a,,-,, b,, b2} $99; 
(iii) T,(H; a,, a,) = T,(H; al, a2) . T,(H; a,, a3) . T,(H, a3, a,) = 1 
for HEX, a,,a,,a,EE\H, 
EM. T2(Hl; a2, a3). T2(H2; a3, a,). T2(H3; a,, a2) = 1 
for H,,H,,H,EJP, L:=H,nH,nH3=HinHj for i#j, p(L)=m-2 
andaieHi\Lfor ie{l,2,3}; 
(iv) T3(C; a,, al) = T,(C; a,, a*). T,(C; a,, a3). T3(C; a3, al) = 1 for 
CEg, al,a2,a3EC, 
&M-T3(C1;a2, a3).T3(C2;a3, al). T3(C3;al, a,)= 1 
for C,,C’~,C~E%, D:=C,uC2uC3=CiuCjfor i#j, p(D)= #(D)-2 
and aiE D\Ci for ie (1,‘2, 3); 
(v) If((a,, . . . . a,-,, a), (al, . . . . a,-,, b))EA?&) with a#b, C= {XE 
{a l,...,a,-l,a, b}l{al,...,a,-l,a,b}\{x)~W} a&H= ({al, . . . . am-l}), 
then 
Tl((al, . . . . a,-I, a), (al, . . . . a,-l, b)) 
= T,(H, a, b) = eM. T,(C; b, a). 
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In particular, tf C E W, HE 2 and C\H = {a, b}, then 
T,(H; a, b) = Ed. T,(C; b, a). 
(vi) Zf T’ is also an abelian group with E’ E U’, &I2 = 1 and 
T; : LB&,,, -+ 8’ (or T;: qM, + T’ or T;: 9c(Mj + T’) satis$es (ii) (or (iii) or 
(iv)), then there exists a unique homomorphism II/: 8, + U' with $(E,,,,) = E’ 
and T; = $0 T, (or T; = II/ 0 T, or T; = II/ 0 T,, respectively). 
Proof This is [DW2, Theorem 3.11 and summarizes the results of 
[DWl, Sect. 11. 1 
DEFINITION 5.2. The Tutte group of the combinatorial geometry M is 
the group U, which by Theorem 5.1 is determined uniquely up to 
isomorphism. 
Remark. The notations, introduced above, are related to the notations, 
introduced in [DWl, Sect. 11, in the following way: 
Tl((al, . . . . a,-,, a), (a,, . . . . a,-,, b)) 
= T,a I,..., ~+,-,.a). T,: ,..., a,-,, b) 
for {a,, . . . . ampI, a}, {a,, . . . . a,-,, b} EB; 
T2(H; a, b) = T,,, . T;.‘, for HEX, a, bEE\H; 
TAC; a, b) = T,,, . T;.f, for CE%?, a, bE C. 
We have to consider a particular subgroup of U,. For e E E let 6,: E + Z 
denote the map given by 
S,(f) := 1 :, 
for f=e 
for f#e. 
By [DWl, Theorem 1.21 it is immediate that T, is generated by Ed and 
all T,(H; a, b) for HE 2, a, b E E\H. 
PROPOSITION AND DEFINITION 5.3. For U' := EE and E’ := 0 the map 
T;: qMj -+ U': (H; a, b) H 6, - 6, satisfies condition (iii) in Theorem 5.1, 
and therefore it induces a unique homomorphism 9: U, + hE, satisfying 
tJ(e,) = 0 and 0( T,(H; a, b)) = 6, - 6, for HE S, a, b E E\H. 
The kernel U$' := ker 8 of 8 is called the inner Tutte group of M. 
Proof All claims are perfectly trivial. 1 
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For a matroid M with coefficients we put 
where, as above, &4 denotes the underlying combinatorial geometry of A4. 
The next result relates a matroid M which is defined in terms of some 
Grassmann-Pliicker map b with its Tutte group T,. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. Assume M = Mb is a matroid of rank m < co with 
coefficients in a fuzzy ring K = (K; + ;.; E; K,,) for some Grassmann-Pliicker 
map b: E”+K*v (0). Then there exists a unique homomorphism 
(Pi: 8, + K* satisfying 
(Pb(EM) = 5 (5.la) 
yb(Tl((el, .--, em), (fi, .-, f,))) = b(el, . . . . 4 .b(fl, . . . . fX1 
for all (el, . . . . eA (f,, . . ..f.)EBcMj. 
(5.lb) 
Proof As above, this is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.1 (vi) or, as 
well, a trivial reformulation of [W2, Proposition 4.43. 1 
In case K= Kr we will once more make use of [DW6] to prove more 
precisely 
THEOREM 5.5. Assume that K= Kr for some linearly ordered abelian 
group r and that M is a combinatorial geometry, defined on E. Then a 
homomorphism cp: T, + K* with (P(E,,,,) = 1 satisfies rp = (Pi for some 
Grassmann-Pliicker map b: Em + Kr v (0 > with 4 = M tf and only tf the 
following condition holds: 
If e,, . . . . e,- 2, al, . . . . a4 E E are such that (e,, . . . . e,-z, ai, aj} is a base 
ofMforalll<i<j<4, thenfor 
Sl := cp(T,((e,, -., emm2, al, a2), (e,, . . . . emp2, al, a3))) 
.cp(T,((e,, . . . . emd2, a4, a,), (e,, . . . . em-2, a4, a2))) 
and 
s2 :=dTl((el, . . . . em-,, a3, a2), (e,, . . . . emp2, a3, al))) 
. cp(Tl((e,, . . . . fk2, a4, aA (e,, . . . . emp2, a4, a2))) 
we have 
1 < max(s,, s2) 
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1 = max(s,, s2) if s1 #S?. 
Proof: The theory of matroids with coefficients in a perfect fuzzy 
ring as developed in [DW6] (cf. in particular [DW6, Theorem 3.81) shows 
that a homomorphism cp: UM + K* with (P(E~) = E = 1 satisfies cp = (Pi for 
some Grassmann-Plucker map b: E” + K* u (0) if and only if 
for any possible choices of si, s2 E K* as above. Thus our theorem follows 
from Lemma 4.6. 1 
We will now see that projective equivalence of valuations of matroids as 
considered in Section 2 fits perfectly well into the more general concept of 
projective equivalence of matroids with coefficients as considered in [WZ]. 
DEFINITION 5.6. Assume K= (K; + ;.; E; K,,) is some fuzzy ring. Two 
Grassmann-Plucker maps b, , b, : E” + K* u (0) or the matroids M,, and 
MbZ are called projectively equivalent, if there exists some M. E K* and some 
map q: E + K* with 
b,(e 1, . . . . e,) = a . fi tl(ei) . Mel, . . . . e,) for all e,, . . . . e, E E. (5.2) 
i= 1 
Remarks. (i) If 6, and b2 are projectively equivalent, then it is clear 
that b, and b2 define the same combinatorial geometry, because for 
(e 1, . . . . e,) E E” we have b,(e,, . . . . e,) # 0 if and only if b,(eI, . . . . e,) # 0. 
(ii) By [W2, Proposition 5.11 projective equivalence as defined in 
Definition 5.6 means the same as defined in [W2], if the underlying com- 
binatorial geometry has finite rank m. 
(iii) If K= K, for some linearly ordered abelian group r, then by 
Theorem 4.3 projective equivalence of valuations means the same as 
projective equivalence of Grassmann-Plucker maps. 
In the sequel we assume that M is some fixed combinatorial geometry, 
defined on E and of rank m. If K = (K; + ; .; E; K,,) is a fuzzy ring, then a 
Grassmann-Plucker map b: E” -+ K* u (0) is called a Grassmann-Plucker 
map for M, if gM is the set of bases of Mb; that means M, = M. 
We have the following basic 
THEOREM 5.7. Assume K = (K, + ;.; E; K,) is a fuzzy ring. Two 
Grassmann-Pliicker maps 6, , b, : E” + K* u (0) for the combinatorial 
geometry M are projectively equivalent if and only if the homomorphisms 
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(Pbl, (PbZ: up +K* given by Proposition 5.4 coincide on the inner Tutte 
group % $I. 
Proof This is a simple consequence of our definitions, see, for instance, 
[W2, Theorem 6.31. 1 
Theorem 5.7 implies 
COROLLARY 5.8. .Assume K = (K, + ; .; E; K,,) is a fuzzy ring such that 
there exists at most one homomorphism cp: Ug’ + K* with UP = E. (This 
assumption holds tf K* is torsion free and T,,,, (” is a torsion group.) Then there 
exists at most one projective equivalence class of Grassmann-Plucker maps 
b: E” + K* v (0) with M as its underlying combinatorial geometry. 
We want to show that binary matroids as well as finite projective spaces 
are rigid. To this end we recall the following two results. 
PROPOSITION 5.9 (see [Wl, Theorem 5.21). Assume the CombinatoriaZ 
geometry M is binary. Then we have 
T’O’ = (EM) E (01 if the Fano-Matroid or its dual is a minor of M M 2122 otherwise. 
PROPOSITION 5.10 (see [DWS, Corollary 3.81). Assume @’ is a finite 
projective space of dimension at least 2 and M is its underlying combinatorial 
geometry. Then 8:’ is finite. 
Corollary 5.8, Proposition 5.9, and Proposition 5.10 imply 
THEOREM 5.11. (i) Zf U, (‘) has no elements of infinite order, then M is 
rigid. In particular, M is rigid zf U(i) is finite. 
(ii) Every binary combinatorial geometry is rigid. 
(iii) Every finite projective space of dimension at least two is rigid. 
Remark. In Example 2.5 we have seen that the uniform matroid U,,, is 
not rigid. However, every proper minor of U2,4 is binary, and thus it is 
rigid. Therefore U2,4 is the unique minimal matroid which is not rigid, 
because a matroid M is non-binary if and only if M contains U2,4 as a 
minor. However, note that Theorem S.ll(iii) together with the fact that 
U2,4 is a minor of any projective plane of order at least three shows that 
a combinatorial geometry may be rigid although this does not hold for 
every minor. 
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